Structural characterization of biologically important proteins faces many challenges associated with degradation of resolution as molecular size increases and loss of resolution improving tools such as perdeuteration when non-bacterial hosts must be used for expression. In these cases, sparse isotopic labeling (single or small subsets of amino acids) combined with long range paramagnetic constraints and improved computational modeling offer an alternative. This perspective provides a brief overview of this approach and two discussions of potential applications; one involving a very large system (an Hsp90 homolog) in which perdeuteration is possible and methyl-TROSY sequences can potentially be used to improve resolution, and one involving ligand placement in a glycosylated protein where resolution is achieved by single amino acid labeling (the sialyltransferase, ST6Gal1). This is not intended as a comprehensive review, but as a discussion of future prospects that promise impact on important questions in the structural biology area.
Introduction
Protein structure determination by NMR has enjoyed many successful years based on a strategy that requires uniform labeling with 15 N and 13 C, depends on an ability to pass magnetic coherences between directly bonded pairs of nuclei in the polypeptide backbone, and results in extensive, if not complete, backbone assignments [1] . Extension to assignment of sidechain 13 C nuclei and directly bonded protons allows interpretation of NOEs as pairwise distance constraints and determination of structure. Refinements such as perdeuteration have improved resolution and allowed application to proteins many tens of kDa in size. Nevertheless this strategy has limitations for many important systems. Among them are biological systems involving proteins and protein complexes that are larger than sizes reached by this strategy and classes of proteins, glycoproteins for example, that are less amenable to expression in minimal media based on glucose and ammonium chloride, as commonly used with bacterial hosts. Eukaryotic hosts that produce proper glycosylation, including mammalian cells, also are less tolerant of high levels of deuterium and use of perdeuteration has been precluded in these cases. This is not a small issue as an estimated 50% of all human proteins are glycosylated [2] , with glycosylation required for production of functional proteins in many cases [3] . Also, an estimated 40% of therapeutic proteins produced by the pharmaceutical industry are glycosylated [4] . These issues demand consideration of alternative ways for producing structures from NMR data. This need has not gone unnoticed and there are clearly examples of systems characterized by utilization of smaller data sets, particularly sets that are more easily acquired, such as backbone-only NMR data or data coming from selectively labeled methyl groups [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, many of these applications still depend on uniform labeling to accomplish resonance assignments. As an alternative to uniform labeling, NMR active isotopes can be introduced by supplying labeled versions of single or multiple amino acid sources in expression media. One loses the ability to use conventional assignment strategies, but there are advantages to these sparse labeling strategies. First, mammalian cells can utilize these amino acids as biosynthetic building blocks and certain isotopically labeled amino acids are relatively inexpensive. Second, the resulting reduction in numbers of labeled sites improves resolution even in the absence of perdeuteration. And third, while constraints can still come from NOEs, particularly when perdeuteration allows measurement of longer range interactions, one can also capitalize on complementary long range structural constraints, such as residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) [10] [11] [12] , pseudo-contact shifts (PCSs) [13] [14] [15] , and paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PREs) [16, 17] . By combining these long range measurements with local structural information from chemical shifts [18] [19] [20] and cross-correlated relaxation experiments [21] on sparsely labeled sites one can easily pursue structural characterization. The pursuit of structure does become much more dependent on computational methods to produce structures with acceptable precision. But there are clearly continuing advances in this area [6, 8, 15, 22, 23] . In this perspective, we do not intend to provide a comprehensive review of contributions in all of these areas, but choose a few examples to illustrate the potential for solving problems of high biological interest and some of the problems that may be encountered in implementing new approaches.
Discussion

Sparse labeling in large perdeuterated proteins
The first example relates to large proteins and protein complexes, one that stems from a collaboration between the Agard lab at UCSF and the Northeast Structural Genomics Consortium. TRAP1, the mitochondrial Hsp90 homolog, is a $75 kDa molecular chaperone involved in protein unfolding/folding [24] . The chaperone has three major domains and functions as a dimer. There are crystal structures of full length bacterial homologs [25, 26] , yeast homologs [27] , a canine ER homolog [28] , and a recently determined structure of the zebrafish TRAP1 (Lavery et al., 2013, under revision), as well as a number of individual domain structures including those of the human cytosolic homologs [29] [30] [31] [32] . However, structures of full length proteins remain rare and structural characterization of domain reorganization on client binding remains a challenge [33, 34] (see Fig. 1A for a homology model of TRAP1). Expression in a bacterial host with perdeuteration is possible, but the dimer, even without a client present, pushes the resolution limits of uniform labeling approaches. Sparse labeling presents a reasonable option for problems like this, partly because one expects the structure of individual domains to be largely conserved in various states along a functional pathway, and one of the major hurdles for sparse labeling approaches, namely assignment of NMR resonances, can be overcome by assuming conservation of domain structure in the full length protein.
Assignment of sparsely labeled proteins can be approached by using a conserved structural motif to calculate NMR observables that are structure-dependent and measurable in a sparsely labeled system, and then matching these to back-calculated values. This approach can be taken with certain types of chemical shifts [20] , PREs [35] , PCSs [36] , NOEs [37] , and RDCs [38] [39] [40] . We choose to illustrate the viability of such approaches in the context of RDCs. RDCs are the residual of dipolar couplings, typically between pairs of directly bonded spin ½ nuclei ( 15 N-1 H or 13 C-1 H), that remain when the isotropy of motional averaging is disrupted by partial orientation of a molecule of interest. They are easily measured as additions to normal scalar couplings and they are highly dependent on structure. When distances between bonded pairs are assumed, a combination of structure and extent of order is represented in five independent parameters (alignment or order parameters), often defined in an arbitrarily selected molecular frame. These can be transformed to a principal order frame in which three parameters now describe the relationship of the original molecular frame to the principal order frame (Euler angles) and the remaining two parameters define molecular order (principal order and asymmetry). The alignment of principle order frames as determined for different domains can be a powerful constraint on the relative orientation of domains in multi-domain proteins or proteins in multi-protein complexes. An early demonstration [41] has expanded into numerous applications to the study of structure and motion in proteins over the years [42] . A particularly nice example appearing recently has used RDC data to help construct a model of how six Ig-like domains in actin binding filimin molecules fold into a three dimensional structure [43] . Most of these applications have used RDCs measured from uniformly labeled proteins, but large numbers of RDCs are not absolutely required, and there is great potential for coupling this type of application with sparse labeling strategies.
When the molecular structure of a domain is known and RDCs are assigned to specific bond vectors, order parameters can easily be determined from five or more non-degenerate RDCs [44] . When prior assignment of RDCs to specific bond vectors is not possible, parameters generated by calculation from an arbitrary assignment, or a search over parameter space, can be used to back-calculate RDCs for comparison to experiment. Scores generated from this comparison can be used to correctly associate RDCs with specific bond vectors, overcoming the assignment problem so often associated with sparse labeling.
For our illustration we have chosen to use 13 C-1 H alanine methyl labeling in a perdeuterated sample of human TRAP1 (hTRAP1). Methyl labeling has become a mainstay for structural investigation of large proteins that can be perdeuterated. Because of the unique relaxation properties of the methyl group, resolution is very high. It is usually implemented as isoleucine, leucine, valine (ILV) labeling [45] , in which case methyl density is high enough to give a substantial number of NOEs [9, 45] . Some NOEs can be quite long range in an otherwise perdeuterated environment [46] . We chose alanine because the methyl is firmly anchored to the polypeptide backbone and The sample is 110 lM in 70 lL, pH 6.5, sodium phosphate buffer.
Data were acquired at 900 MHz with a total acquisition time of 1hr. The spectrum presented is a methyl-TROSY spectrum (essentially an HMQC experiment) in which the indirect dimension evolves as zero and two quantum coherences [47] . These coherences show coupling to just two of the three methyl protons resulting in a 13 C triplet. The central line of this triplet is extremely sharp due to interference of the two dipolar relaxation contributions. This narrowing of the central line, combined with the three protons contributing to intensity, results in very high sensitivity as well as resolution. One expects 52 crosspeaks in the methyl-TROSY spectrum of hTRAP1, distributed as 19, 17, and 16 from the N-terminal, middle, and C-terminal domains, respectively; approximately 40 of these can be clearly resolved. Only an expanded central region of the spectrum is shown in Fig. 1B . This contains $30 identifiable crosspeaks. There are a few low intensity peaks here and outside the alanine region of the spectrum suggesting some scrambling of label to other amino acids. Scrambling to methyls of leucine, valine, and isoleucine at levels as high as 25% have been reported when using a higher level of supplementation (800 mg/L) [48] . It appears that lower levels of supplementation result in a modest sacrifice in the extent of alanine labeling (65% at 200 mg) [48] , but possibly a lower level of scrambling. It has also been shown that high levels of alanine labeling with minimal scrambling can be achieved by adding metabolic precursors of leucine, valine, and isoleucine to the medium [48] . While not available at this point, we expect that RDCs for methyl groups can be easily collected after selection of a suitable alignment medium. The number of RDCs expected in each domain, combined with connectivity constraints should be enough to define relative domain orientations and relative domain-domain motions, providing that the crosspeaks can be assigned to specific sites.
Assignment of a structurally characterized domain
Assignment strategies that exploit protein structural characteristics to predict NMR observables have a long history [25, 37, 38] .
Here we illustrate an RDC-based process with a hypothetical example for a TRAP1 domain. The basic strategy is, of course, straightforward in that one back-calculates RDCs and matches these to an experimental set. Because of the necessity of evaluating five alignment parameters before any definitive structural or assignment information arises, one typically begins by making an arbitrary assignment of experimental RDCs to specific sites. First thoughts are to simply permute assignments and test all possibilities for agreement with observation. This computational task grows factorially with the number of RDCs. Even with the very efficient algorithms for order parameter determination [49] and back-calculation of RDCs ($100 ms/trial on a 2.26 GHz cpu) this quickly becomes impractical. For just 10 sites this corresponds to 4.2 days of computation. There have been a number of suggestions for more efficient search algorithms [25, 39, 40] . However, we present here a particularly simple approach that starts with a basic grid search.
Considering the five parameters that define domain orientation in the principal alignment frame to be three Euler angles (a, b, c) and two order parameters (S ZZ , S YY ), the scope of the search must initially be 0-180°for Euler angles and typically À10 À3 to +10
À3
for S ZZ and À0.5S ZZ to -S ZZ for S YY (the latter is a consequence of the order tensor being traceless and the convention that |S ZZ | -P |S YY | P |S XX |). With large numbers of RDCs it may be possible to directly determine some of these parameters [40] , but then the number of assignment possibilities to test becomes prohibitive.
A grid search over all parameters may not seem efficient either, however, the search can be performed iteratively beginning with a coarse grid and reducing the scope as well as grid size for one or more parameter at each iteration. An initial step size of no more than 5°for a and b proves necessary while c can begin with 10°s
teps. Steps for S ZZ and S YY are initially 10 À4 and 0.05S ZZ , respectively.
In the first stage of the procedure RDCs are calculated for each atom pair of interest ( 13 C and a 1 H pseudo-atom on the C a -C b axis projection for an alanine methyl group) at each combination of values over the ranges of the parameters. Atom positions can be taken from an NMR, X-ray or theoretical structure. The back-calculated sets of RDCs are then sorted into ascending numerical order and compared to the experimental RDCs sorted in the same manner. An RMSD between the experimental and back-calculated RDCs is calculated for each possible orientation. The data sets are then sorted by ascending RMSD. The lowest 1-10% (depending on number of parameter sets, > or <10,000) are then separated in five RMSD-parameter pairs, normalized with respect to the maximum RMSD in each set, and a cluster with the low RMSDs and high solution density is used to redefine the search range and step size for the next iteration. Once no further improvement can be made in RMSD, the order and orientation parameters have been determined. Back calculated RDCs are then compared to experimental values. Any experimental RDC that has a single back-calculated RDC within experimental error of the back-calculated value is considered assigned. Assignments are typically not complete but unassigned RDCs can often be grouped into pairs or triplets of ambiguous assignments. The length of time required to reach this point for a 10 RDC set is typically less than 2 h. Simulated data for the alanine methyl ( 13 C b ) labeled hTRAP1 Cterminus was used to illustrate this procedure. This domain contains 16 alanines and although no structure currently exists for the human protein it is highly homologous to other Hsp90s. Using the online server I-TASSER [50, 51] we obtained the structure shown in Fig. 1A . A set of synthetic RDCs with a range of À8 to +5 Hz and random errors of up to ±0.5 Hz were generated for this structure using REDCAT [52] . Representative results of the iterative grid search for one of the parameters (Euler angle a) can be seen in Fig. 2 . The black dots are the best results (lowest 1% of RMSDs) from the initial grid search. Red dots are the best results from the first refinement while green dots are from the second refinement. Best results from the final grid search are indicated by blue dots. The inset plot shows an expansion of the results and how well the system refined down to a single value as the ranges narrowed. Using the criteria described above for assessment of a match of back-calculated to experimental (simulated) RDC data, six residues (38% of the system under investigation) were unambiguously assigned and 14 of the 16 residues (88%) had an ambiguity of two or less.
Supplementing RDCs with other data can easily remove ambiguities in assignments. Perdeuterated proteins can, for example, allow measurement of NOE connectivities up to as much as 10 Å [46] . Assuming that we could observe NOEs up to 6 Å (Fig. 3) , pairwise association of sites and their NOEs would allow all but two of the residues to be unambiguously assigned. Calculating chemical shifts based on structure can also help to reduce ambiguities [20] . The use of simulated RDCs with random errors of ±0.5 Hz and a range of À8 to +5 Hz, as a substitute for actual experimental data in the above example, corresponds to an assumption that the domain structure is quite accurate and that data susceptible to conformational averaging have been excluded. Where experimental structures of individual domains are available, and spin relaxation or chemical shift data allow such exclusions, this assumption is likely to be valid. When structures are calculated from homology models validity may be in question. Some sense of the required accuracy can be achieved by examination of an ensemble of NMR structures. One with a 0.8 Å RMSD over backbone atoms of well defined secondary structure elements shows an RMSD over predicted RDCs for alanines in those elements of about 6% of the RDC range.
Despite the predicted success for RDC-based assignment for sets of RDCs, the size of those found in a TRAP1 domain, the problem of clustering RDCs domain by domain in large proteins remains. There are strategies based on a divide and conquer approach (expressing domains individually and counting on overlap of crosspeaks in domain samples with crosspeaks from the intact protein). This has been shown to be effective for the cytosolic Hsp90b [53] . An alternate clustering strategy relies on the introduction of paramagnetic tags that can perturb crosspeaks in a distance dependent way (usually nitroxides on TEMPO groups linked covalently to exposed cysteines [17, 54] , but also lanthanide chelates [14, 55, 56] , including some pioneering work from the Griesinger lab [57] , and inserted lanthanide binding peptide sequences [58, 59] ). The effects of PREs or PCSs can be seen out to 30 Å or more, well within the dimensions of a typical domain. Strategically chosen paramagnetic sites should, in many cases, allow clustering of sites into those belonging to a single domain. The direct information provided on distances and angles within domains, of course, add additional information useful in removing assignment ambiguities as well as in structure refinement.
Sparse labeling of glycosylated proteins
Large proteins composed of structurally well defined domains are not the only systems benefitting from strategies involving sparse labeling combined with long range constraints. There are systems of moderate size that cannot benefit from the improved resolution provided by perdeuteration, simply because the required expression hosts used for isotope labeling do not tolerate growth in deuterated media. While there are classes where proper formation of disulfide bonds is an issue, the major class is represented by glycoproteins. These proteins are characterized by the addition of sugar chains (glycans) to polypeptides by covalent linkage to asparagines (N-glycans) or threonines/serines (O-glycans). Glycosylation is not a rare event for mammals and other Eukaryotes. Glycosylated proteins may even represent the majority of proteins in these systems. In many cases glycosylation is required for proper folding, stability, or function, and therefore is not dispensable.
Baculovirus systems have become a frequently used host for the production of glycosylated proteins [60] . If specific glycosylation is necessary, however, expression in mammalian hosts is required [61] . Isotopic labeling in mammalian cells, as well as the insect cells used in baculovirus systems, typically require supplementation with isotopically labeled amino acids. While a complete mix of amino acids can prove expensive, supplementation with one amino acid, or a select set of amino acids is not. Significant advances in this area have been made over the last few years [62] . We illustrate here one specific advance using HEK-293 cells in a suspension medium [63] . The details involving isotope labeling for NMR have been documented previously [64] . However, briefly, the protocol involves using a commercial drop-out medium supplemented with one or more of the amino acids carrying the desired isotope labels. Cells are transiently transfected with an expression vector as a polyamine complex that facilitates uptake and transport into the cytosol of the host cells. The vector includes a secretion signal sequence, a His-tag, an ''AviTag'' sequence for in vitro biotinylation, a ''superfolder'' GFP domain, a site cleavable with TEV protease and the sequence for the target protein [64] . Secreted protein is isolated from the medium by Ni 2+ -NTA chromatography, followed by TEV protease cleavage, and Ni 2+ -NTA column separation of the target protein from GFP. Yields in excess of 100 mg protein/L have been achieved for several proteins.
The type of data achievable is illustrated in Fig. 4A . This is an HSQC spectrum of the glycosyltransferase, ST6Gal1 in which all phenylalanines have been labeled with 15 ST6Gal1 is the enzyme that adds sialic acid in an a2,6-linkage to galactose residues at the termini of complex glycans. Sialic acid termination of glycans is a hallmark of mammalian glycosylation [65] . High levels of sialylation correlate with many types of cancer and a2,6-versus a2,3-sialylation in the upper airways of humans is what distinguishes initial targets for infection by human versus bird flu viruses. Hence, there is considerable interest in the way mammalian enzymes target specific glycans for a2,6-sialic acid addition.
Ligand placement using sparse labels
Our initial interest in sparse isotopic labeling of glycosylated proteins was motivated by the prospect of structure determination of previously uncharacterized proteins such as ST6Gal1. Despite decades of effort, crystallography had failed to produce a structure of this particular glycosylated protein. With successful sparse labeling, the prospect of structure determination using a combination of RDCs and long range distance constraints from paramagnetic sites was appealing. Introduction of paramagnetic sites through the design of protein constructs with single reactive cysteines proved challenging because of the structural and functional importance of native cysteines. Consequently, collecting data through the use paramagnetically tagged ligands, and using the data to screen and refine homology models, became the preferred option. Paramagnetically labeled (spin labeled) versions of both the sugar donor (CMP-sialic acid) and an acceptor (N-acetyl-lactosamine, LacNAc) were synthesized, replacing the carboxylated sialic acid with carboxy-TEMPO in the first case and adding a TEMPO ring to the reducing end of LacNAc in the second case [66] (see Fig. 5 ).
Enhanced relaxation from bound ligands during INEPT transfer and refocusing periods of a standard HSQC experiment results in crosspeak intensity reduction in proportion to exp(ÀCs/r 6 ) where s is the total time that proton magnetization is transverse in an HSQC experiment, C is a collection of constants dependent on spin properties, dynamics, and fractional occupation of ligand sites, and r is the distance between the unpaired electron position and various 15 nines were close to a superimposed CMP-carboxyTEMPO, and even dock LacNAc-TEMPO so that a single additional phenylalanine was close to its TEMPO residue, the low sequence identity of the bacterial transferases prevented the selection of a definitive homology model. A few months ago, two structures of ST6Gal1 appeared, one on the rat protein by Meng et al. (4MPS) and one on the human protein by Kuhn et al. [67] (4JS1/2). This presents an opportunity to use the original paramagnetic perturbation data [68, 69] for a different purpose, namely placing ligands in the active site of ST6Gal1. In particular the structure of the rat protein does not contain either donor or acceptor ligands; the human protein contains a nucleotide product (CMP) and a glycan from a neighboring molecule appears to mimic acceptor placement. The paramagnetic data can now guide placement of donor and acceptor ligands in the rat ST6Gal1 structure and evaluate the placement of the acceptor in the human ST6Gal1 structure.
Extracting quantitative distance constraints from the original data is not straightforward. Unfortunately there are other potential ligand induced contributions to transverse relaxation times that can reduce crosspeak intensities (exchange broadening due to on and off processes for the ligands, for example). The existence of these contributions was verified in the original work using a non-hydrolyzable donor analog in place of CMP-TEMPO and observing crosspeak reductions of the two most strongly CMPcarboxyTEMPO perturbed peaks. These reductions could come from exchange of ligands or from protein dynamics on an intermediate timescale (0.01-10.0 ms). Interestingly, a loop near the binding pocket containing two phenylalanines is disordered and not observable in the recent rat ST6Gal1 crystal structure. To circumvent these complications, the original work also collected data using reduced and oxidized versions of CMP-carboxyTEMPO (reduction accomplished with ascorbic acid). Comparing reduced and oxidized spectra and assuming dynamics remained unchanged on reduction, one can use the distance dependence of spin-spin relaxation (1/r 6 ) and exponential loss during HSQC transfer and refocusing periods to estimate distances. Ideally the additional dependence of relaxation rates on dynamics and spin properties is removed using a calibration distance, possibly by observing interactions of the nitroxide with a nuclear spin site in the CMP molecule. However, in the absence of an isotopically enriched site and knowledge of the ligand conformation, a direct calculation using estimates for molecular tumbling times and fundamental nuclear and electron spin properties was used [69] . Three distances between the TEMPO nitroxide and amide protons of phenylalanine amide protons were determined (11 ± 2 Å, $13 ± 3 Å, and 15 ± 3 Å). A fourth could not be quantitated because of the complete absence of the peak under oxidized conditions. However, it is likely the fourth distance is shorter than 11 Å. A re-analysis of intensity reductions on adding LacNAc-TEMPO to ST6Gal1 already saturated with a non-hydrolyzable version of the donor suggests distances of 20 ± 5 Å, 20 ± 5 Å and 15 ± 4 Å between the LacNAc-TEMPO nitroxide and the amide protons of the two previously perturbed and one newly perturbed phenylalanine residues. The derived distances were now used in a data restrained docking protocol using the rat crystal structure (residues 95-403, Uniprot P13721) and the software package HADDOCK [70, 71] . In our case assignments of crosspeaks to specific phenylalanine residues were not available, but HADDOCK allows paramagnetic constraints to be treated as ambiguous constraints involving small sets of possible assignments. Possible assignments, as well as some additional residue contact information for the CMP portion of the donor analog were derived by superimposing the rat structure on the structure of the ST3Gal1 pig protein that has CMP in its donor binding site and appeared shortly after collection of our perturbation data [72] . This protein had just two recognizable homologous segments (62% identity over 47 residues and 48% identity over 23 residues), but these segments are in the conserved Rossmann fold common to many nucleotide binding sites. We identified two residues in ST6Gal1 that are likely to be involved in cytosine contact as well as two that are likely to make contact with the ribose and phosphate of CMP respectively. These residues were entered as HAD-DOCK active residues as if they had been identified by chemical shift perturbation of assigned residue crosspeaks. The phenylalanines likely experiencing paramagnetic perturbations from the CMP-carboxyTEMPO were identified as PHE357 and PHE356 for the short distances and PHE340 and PHE208 were identified for the long distances. For LacNAc-TEMPO the long distances were assigned to PHE357 and PHE356. The only possibility for the additional phenylalanine perturbed by LacNAc-TEMPO was PHE371. The distance between the LacNAc O6 oxygen the Gal residue and the C1 carboxylated carbon of the TEMPO moiety of the CMP-carboxyTEMPO was constrained at 4 ± 1 Å to mimic the attack geometry of the SN2 reaction leading to the a2,6-glycosidic bond between donor and acceptor. The missing loop in the rat structure was added to the ST6Gal1 structure using MODELLER [73] and this loop, as well as a segment of a helix near the entrance to the active site were designated as fully flexible. 1000 poses were generated in HADDOCK; the top 200 were subjected to initial simulated annealing refinement as well as a final water refinement step. Poses were clustered and the low energy members of the top clusters were evaluated.
The ligands as docked into the ST6Gal1 active site of the model with the fifth best score and the second lowest molecular energy are depicted in Fig. 7 . The model has substantial favorable electrostatic and van der Waals contributions. As expected, the CMPdonor mimic is buried at the bottom of a long channel in a place consistent with both the ST3Gal1 structure used to select constraints and probable phenylalanine contacts. It is also in good agreement with the positioning of the CMP product in the human ST6Gal1 structure (a near identical positioning of the phosphate and a 5.7 Å RMSD over cytosine, ribose and phosphate core atoms when the nucleotide binding elements of the proteins are overlaid). The LacNAc portion of our acceptor mimic is at the top of the channel with the O6 oxygen of the Gal residue positioned for attack on the carboxylated ring carbon of carboxyTEMPO (the mimic of the C2 atom in sialic acid). There is less consistency with the positioning of the other atoms of the GlcNAc and Gal residues of LacNAc (7.9 Å RMSD). However these residues may be constrained in the human structure by crystal packing and their covalent attachment to glycosylation sites in adjacent molecules. It is also possible that the hydrophobic TEMPO moiety influences placement. The TEMPO moiety can be seen to occupy a well-defined cavity in an area where a mannose residue may normally reside. The GlcNAc also occupies a well-defined cavity showing contacts with Tyr119, Asp271, Ala365, and Tyr272. These latter contacts could explain the preference for the N-acetylated glucose of LacNAc as opposed to the free glucose of lactose.
The general strategies described above for placement of ligands are of course applicable to other sparsely labeled glycosylated enzymes. The strategies can clearly be improved, possibly by reversing strategy, paramagnetically tagging the proteins with some of the novel reagents being developed, and observing perturbations on NMR active isotopes in the ligands. Applications of either strategy would take an important step toward explaining, and possibly manipulating, the donor specificities of this important class of enzymes.
Prospects for structure determination of sparsely labeled proteins
Not all systems of interest will have experimental domain structures available or even good homology models for species of interest. Assignment of crosspeaks without the aid of a preexisting structure then becomes an issue. We have been working on a strategy that uses amide exchange rates to correlate crosspeaks in native protein spectra with crosspeaks in denatured spectra of whole proteins or isolated peptides where assignments are more straightforward [74] . This has proven successful for small proteins, but major hurdles remain for larger proteins and proteins that contain disulfide linkages that must be disrupted in the denaturation process. There is also the prospect of simultaneously carrying out assignments and structure determination, something that may be feasible with sufficient structural constraints [39, 75, 76] .
Whether crosspeaks are assigned independent of structure or based on reliable models for whole proteins or individual domains, subsequent structural characterization is going to be increasingly dependent on computational methods for protein structure prediction. Fortunately there have been significant strides in the structure prediction area. At the moment, the data used in most cases is more extensive than the very sparse RDCs, PCSs and PREs discussed above. In general some backbone NOEs, NOEs from methyl labeling, and torsion angles from backbone chemical shifts are used along with RDC, PCS, or PRE data. There have also been tremendous advances in using fragment assembly strategies and incorporating at least some experimental data in the fragment selection process. Limits to the size of molecules amenable to analysis have improved from around 25 kDa a few years ago [77] to over 40 kDa at this time [8] . It is clear at this point that for moderate resolution structures ($3 Å backbone structures), extensive side chain assignments will not be essential. Placement of sidechain atoms, at least in the well packed center of proteins, can now be done with reasonable accuracy allowing a focus on more easily acquired backbone centered NMR data [77] . Thus, the prospects for contributions of NMR to structural characterization of larger proteins and proteins difficult to express in bacterial hosts remain high. We can expect both high quality structures of whole proteins and efficient means for investigation bound ligand geometries to emerge. This will lay the groundwork for structural and functional analysis of many biologically important proteins.
